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This selection shows the foremost achievements of Swedish wooden architecture in the past four years. They
comprise a cowshed, a riding school, an apartment block, a single-family housing development, an exhibition
gallery, a school, three detached houses and two weekend cottages. Buildings differing in size, type and use,
but with the common denominator of all confirming to a high architectural standard with wood playing a
decisive part. Architecture in Wood is profusely illustrated by photographer Åke E:son Lindman. The
descriptions and drawings are by the architects themselves. A beautiful and finely crafted work of

documentation, in equal measure informative and inspiring.

Second Prize Katrineholm Market Hall Built by JAJA Architects in Katrineholm Sweden with date 2014.
announced plans for a sevenstory woodframed. Awarded only every four years to one recipient the prize
attracts the creme de la creme of architectural tal. Swedish Architecture in Wood The 2004 Timber Prize

Hardcover Photographer Ake Eison Lindman 9789185213085 Architectural structure design.

Per Bergkvist

Luleå University of Technology Skellefteå Sweden. A charming smallscale house wins Swedens oldest and
most prestigious architecture award beating out Bjarke Ingels Group and Wingårdhs. Before that in 2008
Swedish Timber Prize went to the housing development Östra Kvarnskogen in Sollentuna designed by
Brunnberg and Forshed Arkitektkontor on behalf of Folkhem. Heavy timber was a viable option for

multistory. Through inspiration information and education we promote wood as a competitive renewable
versatile and natural material. Architectural Styles. Awarded only every four years to one recipient the prize
attracts the creme de la creme of architectural tal. Façade of heattreated wood with an oiled finish. Swedish
architecture in wood the 2008 Timber prize project leader Per Bergkvist . Skickas inom 13 vardagar. The

Scandinavian countries have a strong tradition of building in wood one that has outlasted the. The stunning
white marble building designed by Norwegian firm Snøhetta was an instant hit with locals and tourists alike
1.3 million visitors in the first year alone and has won several prestigious international awards and prizes

since then.
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